I. Introduction
The official  value is 3.14159265358… It is an approximation, inspite of having trillions of its decimals. A new value to  was discovered in March 1998. The value is 14 2 4  = 3.14644660942… Both the  values have their own supporting arguments. Triangle is another geometrical entity. Its area is calculated using the formula ½ ab, where a = altitude and b = base. In this paper, a different formula has been derived to find out the area of the equilateral triangle based on the  of its inscribed circle. The formula ½ ab gives the area of the triangle. No other formula is necessary for the area of triangle. The main purpose of derivation of new area formula of triangle is, to test the correctness of  value involved in the new formula.
One advantage in using the new formula for area of the triangle is, the resulting value tally's exactly with the value of ½ ab only, when the chosen  value is correct one. If the wrong/ approximate  value is involved in the new formula, it does not give exact value of the triangle. In other words, out of the two numbers 
     
is itself a justification and a naked truth of latter's correctness.
II. Conclusion
½ ab is the formula to find out the area of a triangle. In this paper, a new formula is a lower value compared to the real  number.
Post script
As it is proved in this paper that the real  value is 
    
Thus the straight lined length equal to length of the curvature of the circumference of the inscribed circle is called rectification of circumference of a circle. It was done never before. People tried earlier in the perimeter of the square but never in the perimeter of the triangle.
